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News
[image: more about <span>Yeo earns NSF CAREER award to study intestinal mucus, gut disorders</span> ]
Yeo earns NSF CAREER award to study intestinal mucus, gut disorders
March 15, 2024
              Jingjie Yeo, assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering, earned the award to study the molecular structures of intestinal mucus, with the ultimate goal of contributing to new therapeutics for treating human gut disorders.


      
      Read more about Yeo earns NSF CAREER award to study intestinal mucus, gut disorders
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Q&A with MAE Alumni Kris Young of SpaceX
              Kris Young ’06, M.Eng. ’07 was a program manager of the Cornell University Satellite (CUSat) program in 2006-07 as he earned his M.Eng. degree in aerospace engineering. His first job after college was...


      
      Read more about Q&A with MAE Alumni Kris Young of SpaceX
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Sibley School celebrates 150 years of mechanical engineering at Cornell
              The Sibley School kicks off its #Sibley150 celebration with a video that looks to the past and the future.
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MAE Professors launch Spaceflight Mechanics podcast
              Elaine Petro and Mason Peck didn’t want to start a podcast—they simply wanted to start a kind-of seminar series. It would feature experts on all aspects of spaceflight technology talking about what...
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Breaking things to make them stronger
              Gregory Falco graduated from Cornell with a B.S. in hotel administration in 2010. It is not likely at the time that Falco would have predicted he would be starting as an assistant professor of...
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Q&A: Mohamed Ali, Ph.D. '97, GE Aviation
              Ali discusses his journey from mechanical engineering student, to research scientist, to VP of engineering at GE Aviation.
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[image: Professor Moridi operates a monitor on a large 3D printer]
Push print: Pioneering the 3D-printing techniques of tomorrow
              From living tissue to concrete, Cornell engineers are pushing print to advance 3D printing.
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Advanced Manufacturing and Materials
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Biomechanics and Mechanobiology
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Bioengineering and Healthcare
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Energy and the Environment
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Robotics and Autonomy
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Space Science and Engineering
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